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A toolkit of motivational skills third edition draws on the latest research to show how the motivational interviewing approach can be effectively utilized to draw out and sustain an individual's internal motivation for behavioral change. Updated with a wide range of applications and practical examples of motivational techniques which have effectively helped others to change, this book provides a variety of supplemental resources including online video examples of MI in action with a workbook chapter that helps readers analyze each video. In detail, it includes new illustrations and diagrams designed to amplify the text and make it an engaging and enjoyable reading experience. How to analyze texts is the essential introductory textbook and toolkit for language analysis. This book shows the reader how to undertake detailed language focused contextually sensitive analyses of a wide range of texts. Spoken, written, and multimodal, the book constitutes a flexible resource which can be used in different ways across a range of courses and at different levels. This textbook includes three parts covering research and study skills, language structure and use, and how texts operate in sociocultural contexts. A wide range of international real-life texts including items from South China Morning Post, Artotel Berlin, and Metro Sweden which cover digital and print media advertising, recipes, and much more. Objectives and skill review for each section, activities, commentaries, suggestions for independent assignments, and an analysis checklist for students to follow. A combined glossary and index and a comprehensive further reading section are included. A companion website at Routledge.com provides additional links and exercises for students written by two experienced teachers of English language. How to analyze texts is key reading for all students of English language and linguistics. This toolkit of facilitation techniques should provide readers with all they need to develop and hone their facilitation skills. Complete with case studies of the techniques in action, the book covers traditional techniques and many new approaches such as the use of music, drama, and storytelling. When "Maybe You Should Talk to Someone" was released into the world, it became an instant New York Times bestseller and international phenomenon. With millions highlighted and underlined page after page, a movement took shape and readers asked for more. Can you take these lessons and create for us a guide as transformative as the book itself? Lori decided to do just that. In this empowering workbook, Lori offers a step-by-step process for becoming the author of your own life by giving it a thorough edit using eye opening concepts, thought provoking exercises, compelling writing prompts, and real examples from the patients in the original book. Lori has created an easy to follow guide through the journey of becoming our own editors. Examining aspects of our narratives that hold us back and discovering the ways in which changing our stories can change our lives. An experience, a meditation, and a practical toolkit combined into one. Maybe You Should Talk to Someone: The Workbook is the companion readers have been asking for—a revolutionary method for understanding which stories to keep and which to revise so that we can create our own personal masterpieces. By the end of this unknowing you will be surprised inspired and most of all liberated. A toolkit for department chairs is designed to give academic administrators the skills they need in order to do their jobs more effectively combining case studies, scenarios, practical advice, and problem-solving activities. The book offers a valuable resource for negotiating the real-life challenges they face as academic leaders.
studies and scenarios included in this book have been field tested by the co-authors in over thirty years of administrative training workshops. Current and aspiring department chairs will discover many new tools that they can include in their administrative toolkits from this practical accessible book. A toolkit for department chairs works well as a personal resource as well as a training manual for leadership programs and textbook for pre and in-service education for department chairs. Some additional key features of this book include practicality in that it offers specific strategies to address the many challenges faced by department chairs. Adaptability for use as an individual study guide, textbook for leadership programs or discussion guide for groups of academic administrators. Utility in that it fills a demonstrated need in the field of higher education since 96-97 of current department chairs have received no formal training in their administrative responsibilities. Easy of use through short, sometimes humorous scenarios and case studies that cause readers to reflect on their own administrative approaches. The most successful new textbook in a generation, Ken Guest’s text shows students that now more than ever global forces affect local culture. Students learn that the tools of cultural anthropology are relevant to their life in our globalized world. The new inquisitive course helps students focus their reading skills on the basics and come to class prepared. Mandatory for anyone with a brain, Anna Whitehouse, founder of Mother Pukka, relatable and knowledgeable. Gemma Bray, creator of the Organised Mum Method, from clinical psychologist and author of a toolkit for modern life. Dr. Emma Hepburn comes a toolkit for happiness, the ultimate guide to long-term and sustainable happiness. Using her much-loved trademark illustrations, Dr. Hepburn arms us with 55 accessible and easy-to-use tools to boost our moods and feel better. She teaches us that happiness is as much about weathering the storms of life as it is about enjoying the sunny weather. The second edition of Ken Guest’s Cultural Anthropology: A Toolkit for a Global Age covers the concepts that drive cultural anthropology. By showing that now more than ever global forces affect local culture and the tools of cultural anthropology are relevant to living in a globalizing world. A new edition of the bestselling guide to the study of philosophy, the ideal intellectual toolkit for sharpening analytical skills and building philosophical acuity. Whether used as a guide to basic principles or a resource for key concepts and methods, the Philosopher’s Toolkit equips readers with all the intellectual tools necessary for engaging closely with philosophical argument and developing fluency in the methods and language of philosophical inquiry. Featuring accessible explanations, practical examples, and expert guidance, this text empowers readers to understand traditional philosophical thinking and to engage with new ideas. It focuses on the practical methods and concepts necessary for philosophical inquiry, presenting a versatile resource for both novice and advanced students in areas of philosophy critical theory and rhetoric. It adopts a pluralistic approach to teaching philosophy, making this a suitable resource for many courses.
referenced entries recommended readings and updated online resources covers an array of topics from basic tools of argumentation to sophisticated philosophical principles fully revised and updated to include new topics and entries as well as expanded recommended reading lists to encourage further study hilbert c modules are objects like hilbert spaces except that the inner product instead of being complex valued takes its values in a c algebra the theory of these modules together with their bounded and unbounded operators is not only rich and attractive in its own right but forms an infrastructure for some of the most important research topics in operator algebras this book is based on a series of lectures given by professor lance at a summer school at the university of trondheim it provides for the first time a clear and unified exposition of the main techniques and results in this area including a substantial amount of new and unpublished material it will be welcomed as an excellent resource for all graduate students and researchers working in operator algebras
raise the level of rigor in your school and dramatically improve student learning with the tools in this book in rigor in your school a toolkit for leaders second edition each illuminating exercise is tailored to leaders looking to spread the word on rigor and beat the obstacles to achieving school wide improvement in this new edition the authors answer more questions about common obstacles faced by principals explore how technology can support rigor in your school and provide additional information on collaborative tools for building a culture that supports rigor for all the tools in this book help you assess where you are now evaluate and adjust curriculum design an advocacy plan ensure accountability with parents use your school’s schedule to increase rigor and more for both new and experienced leaders you’ll find this easy to use toolkit full of practical templates and strategies to implement immediately many tools are available as free e-resources from our website routledge com 9781138665293 step by step guidance on creating internal controls to manage risk internal control is a process for assuring achievement of an organization’s objectives in operational effectiveness and efficiency reliable financial reporting and compliance with laws regulations and policies this is a toolkit approach that addresses a practical need for a series of standards of internal controls that can be used to mitigate risk within any size organization inadequate internal controls can cause a myriad of problems that adversely affect its ability to provide reliable timely and useful financial and managerial data needed to support operating budgeting and policy decisions reliable data is necessary to make sound business decisions toolkit approach with detailed controls and risks outlined for key business processes foundational for sox 404 initiatives key material to improve internal control efforts guidance during m a projects poor controls over data quality can cause financial data to be unreliable incomplete and inaccurate this book helps you control that quality and manage risk how do you motivate someone to change a pattern of behaviour this is an issue faced daily by professionals working in healthcare and criminal justice systems motivational interviewing is a style of communication developed for working with substance abuse but found to be effective for work with a variety of people who are struggling with the idea of behaviour change this workbook is a complete guide to the motivational approach for any professional who needs to help others to change this bestselling textbook is the ideal companion to an introduction to discourse analysis theory and method by leading author james paul gee using a practical how to approach gee provides the tools necessary to work with discourse analysis with engaging step by step tasks featured throughout the book each tool is clearly explained along with guidance on how to use it and authentic data is provided for readers to practice using the tools readers from all fields will gain both a practical and theoretical background in how to do discourse analysis and knowledge of discourse analysis as a distinctive research methodology updated throughout this second edition also includes a new tool the big c conversation tool a new companion website routledge com cw gee features a frequently asked questions section additional tasks to support understanding a glossary and free access to journal articles.
How to do discourse analysis is an essential book for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students working in the areas of applied linguistics, education psychology, anthropology, and communication. In this essential guide, Meghan Casey outlines a step-by-step approach for doing content analysis from planning and creating your content to delivering and managing it. Armed with this book, you can confidently tackle difficult activities like telling your boss or client what's wrong with their content, getting the budget to do content work, and aligning stakeholders on a common vision. Reading the content strategy toolkit is like having your own personal consulting firm on retainer with a complete array of tools and tips for every challenge you'll face. In this practical and relevant guide, you'll learn how to identify problems with your content and persuade your bosses it's worth the time and resources to do it right, make sense of your business environment, and understand your audience. The toolkit is designed for policy makers and stakeholders who are considering the establishment of a publicly funded asset management company (AMC). An AMC is a statutory body or corporation fully or partially owned by the government, usually established in times of financial sector stress to assume the management of distressed assets and recoup the public cost of resolving the crisis. AMCs were first used in the early 1990s in Sweden (Securum) and the United States (RTC) and again during the Asian crisis for instance Danaharta in Malaysia and Kamco in the Republic of Korea. The 2008 financial crisis marked a renewal of the use of this tool to support the resolution of financial crises. For instance, NAMA in Ireland and SAREB in Spain, the toolkit does not address broader bank resolution issues. It has a narrow focus on the specific tool of a public AMC established to support bank resolution and with the objective of providing insight on the design and operational issues surrounding the creation of such AMCs. It seeks to inform policy makers on issues to consider if and when planning to establish a public AMC. The toolkit is structured as follows: Part I summarizes the findings on the preconditions, the design, and the operationalization of public AMCs. Part II provides case studies on three generations of AMCs whose lessons are embedded in Part I. The case studies cover emerging and developed markets and have been selected based on the lessons they offer from the book's signature toolkit approach to the new chapter on the environment and sustainability in the accompanying videos and interactive learning tools. All aspects of Ken Guest's cultural anthropology work together to inspire students to use the tools of anthropology to see the world in a new way and to come to class prepared to have richer, more meaningful discussions about the big issues of our time. ARE THERE MORE THAN TWO GENDERS? HOW DO WHITE PEOPLE EXPERIENCE RACE? WHAT DEFINES A FAMILY? IS THERE SUCH A THING AS A NATURAL DISASTER? WHAT CAUSES SOME PEOPLE TO BE WEALTHY WHILE OTHERS LIVE IN POVERTY? THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE FOR WORKING IN DIVERSE TEAMS AND ACROSS CULTURES TODAY THIS PRACTICAL SELF-HELP GUIDE WILL OPTIMIZE THE PERFORMANCE OF INDIVIDUALS AND TEAMS WORKING IN AN INTERCULTURAL ENVIRONMENT BY INCREASING AWARENESS OF THE NATURE AND IMPACT OF DIVERSITY IN THE WORKPLACE AND NATIONAL CULTURAL DIFFERENCES. IT DEMONSTRATES HOW TO USE THE POWER OF DIFFERENCE TO ACHIEVE POSITIVE RESULTS FOR ALL LEARN HOW TO MITIGATE UNCONSCIOUS BIAS TO CREATE INCLUSIVE ORGANIZATIONS AND HOW TO USE KEY CULTURAL DIMENSIONS TO COMMUNICATE AND COOPERATE IN INTERCULTURAL TEAMS ADDRESSING THE UNIQUE CHALLENGES OF INFLUENCING ACROSS CULTURES.
and managing international transformation projects this is an indispensable toolkit for a key competence in business leading interculturalist robert gibson challenges conventional ideas and makes new connections between culture diversity and neuroscience in this modern guide for anyone working virtually or together in a diverse team or international business use these simple and proven approaches for better communication collaboration leadership and decision making in today's globalised workplace information and communications technology ict has the potential to improve services provided by the public and voluntary sectors empower staff and strengthen the community therefore it is in the interests of those working in social welfare to understand and grapple with key issues this book analyses the current context and use of ict in these sectors and builds on this to provide practical guidance for managers and staff assuming no technical knowledge the book provides the ideas tools and resources to think critically and creatively about current ict practice and to implement positive change at individual team and organisational level conflicts of interest in both the public and private sectors have become a major matter of public concern world wide the oecd guidelines define a conflict of interest as occurring when a public official has private capacity interests which could improperly influence the performance of their official duties and responsibilities however identifying a specific conflict of interest in practice can be difficult and resolving the conflicting interests appropriately in a particular case is something that most people find even more challenging the toolkit focuses on specific techniques resources and strategies for identifying managing and preventing conflict of interest situations more effectively and increasing integrity in official decision making which might be compromised by a conflict of interest this toolkit provides non technical practical help to enable officials to recognise problematic situations and help them to ensure that integrity and reputation are not compromised the tools themselves are provided in generic form they are based on examples of sound conflict of interest policy and practice drawn from various oecd member and non member countries they have been designed for adaptation to suit countries with different legal and administrative systems further reading managing conflict of interest in the public service oecd guidelines and country experiences this book facilitates the completion of action research studies by providing a series of tasks that guide action researchers from the beginning of a project and selecting a topic for study to completion of the project and editing final reports all too often students and practicing professionals in professional development schools are overwhelmed by the thought of doing an action research project and resort to using quasi experimental designs a toolkit for action research puts an end to both with the result being a life long learning and reflection tool for teachers do your performance measures seek primarily to detect and control undesirable activities rather than sharing and rewarding productive behaviour every organisation needs to measure its performance and that of the people it employs david jenkins shows you how to make more productive use of such measures for measures to be accurate and reliable there are fundamental rules that need to be applied ignoring or misapplying them undermines performance and impedes the achievement of the corporate goal for any enterprise data must be available across the whole spectrum of activity in which it is engaged the quality of that information will depend on the way it is measured in some commercial organisations data is regularly gathered at local level instead of being used at this point it is often fed into a corporate information system which having recycled it issues the result in a form that does not always meet needs in measuring performance david jenkins examines the more traditional measures of performance and highlights their shortcomings as well as assessing the merits of the alternative approaches that are currently available the book concludes with a step by step guide to reviewing the effectiveness of your organisation's existing systems for measuring performance and identifying ways of improving them putting analysis into assessment is the essential guide to improving assessment practice in child care social work it addresses the issues of central
concern to child care social workers including analytical assessment outlines how to avoid common pitfalls in thinking and practice provides strong theoretical foundations and successfully demonstrates how these theory can be translated into practice with reference to common and specialist assessments the book covers every stage of the assessment process planning and preparation hypothesising involving children and making recording and reviewing decisions this second edition features new and tested practice tools practice development sessions and activities plus new sections on risk and resilience and assessing need and risk in chronic situations this toolkit will be valued by practitioners managers trainers and lecturers looking for a grounded resource which bridges theory and practice and provides clear guidance to improve assessments xy are the male sex chromosomes and what being a teenage boy is all about they are also exactly what agony uncle matt whyman knows all about and this guide covers all the questions and issues he is asked about from puberty to girls and home life for nearly two decades dan and dawn have navigated their journey in polyamory by being proactive insightful and analytical early on there was very little information or resources available so the adventure required them to learn from their mistakes as well as their successes each have multiple partners and have a history of polyamory relationships lasting multiple years they have put the time and thought into creating a toolkit of knowledge others can implement to help their relationships survive and thrive dan and dawn write in an anecdotal conversational style that is easy to absorb and use the critical thinking toolkit is a comprehensive compendium that equips readers with the essential knowledge and methods for clear analytical logical thinking and critique in a range of scholarly contexts and everyday situations takes an expansive approach to critical thinking by exploring concepts from other disciplines including evidence and justification from philosophy cognitive biases and errors from psychology race and gender from sociology and political science and tropes and symbols from rhetoric follows the proven format of the philosopher s toolkit and the ethics toolkit with concise easily digestible entries see also recommendations that connect topics and recommended reading lists allows readers to apply new critical thinking and reasoning skills with exercises and real life examples at the end of each chapter written in an accessible way it leads readers through terrain too often cluttered with jargon ideal for beginning to advanced students as well as general readers looking for a sophisticated yet accessible introduction to critical thinking from the book s signature toolkit approach to the new chapter on the environment and sustainability to the accompanying videos and interactive learning tools all aspects of ken guest s essentials of cultural anthropology work together to inspire students to use the tools of anthropology to see the world in a new way and to come to class prepared to have richer more meaningful discussions about the big issues of our time are there more than two genders how do white people experience race what defines a family is there such a thing as a natural disaster what causes some people to be wealthy while others live in poverty how to reprogram the city is a 40 page self guided collection of insights examples and exercises to help people discover the untapped potential in their own city based on dozens of workshops held around the world this is the first time the reprogramming the city methodology has been documented in workbook form the toolkit provides people with the tools to address a pressing problem the new reality facing cities is one of limited resources whether financial spatial or material the content of cities is finite yet the context of that content how we use the assets we already have is where the opportunity exists to respond to increasing urban needs using limited resources the dozens of workshops i have led in numerous cities have honed my abilities to get people to think outside the box to move their thinking from this is to this could and shown me the most effective way to provide them with the tools to improve life in their city using what they already have it has been and continues to be a tremendous privilege to work with groups of people from numerous cities on repurposing urban objects to do more with the structures surfaces and systems in their city
toolkit can reach far more people than I am able to in short it is time to open up the opportunities that urban resourcefulness can create. This toolkit is meant to serve as a companion to the reprogramming the city book. The book is a global overview of how the urban landscape's untapped potential is being utilized to improve life in cities using what already exists in new ways. The handbook of high performance virtual teams is an essential resource for leaders, virtual team members, and work group leaders. The editors provide a proved framework based on five principles for working collaboratively across boundaries of time, space, and culture. Written by experts in the field, the contributors offer practical suggestions and tools for virtual team who need to assess their current level of effectiveness and develop strategies for improvement. This important resource also contains an array of illustrative cases as well as practical tools for designing implementing and maintaining effective virtual work. In a toolkit for your emotions, Emma takes a deep dive into how we feel and explains all the tools you need to intercept and redirect challenging emotion from joy to anger, shame to stress, and anxiety. Emma has practical and effective ways to feel instantly calmer and more content. Each topic is illustrated with Emma's well-loved illustrations to make them accessible, meaningful, and memorable. Dr. Emma Hepburn is the most well-known psychologist on Instagram. ThePsychologyMum 135k followers and has won numerous awards for her contribution to mental health awareness. This book provides you with the tools required to approach and manage projects. These effective skills will impact positively on the success of both the projects you are involved with and of your organization. Key features:

- A practical handbook for both career project managers and those involved intermittently with projects.
- Provides simple step by step tools for understanding and managing each of the project value add stages.
- Developing a business case.
- Robust planning.
- Staying in control.
- Delivering benefits.
- Focused on the needs of engineering and other technical project managers.
- But generic enough to support projects in other areas.
- Brief and visually led.
- Designed to get you up and running fast.
- Comprehensive real-world case studies demonstrate the use of tools.
- Project management toolkit introduces the whole project life cycle.
- The first of four project management titles that separately build skills in critical PM areas.
- And together provide a powerful project management resource.
- Focused on the needs of engineering and other technical project managers.
- This book recognizes that most non-routine work completed by an organization is a project. A practical book for both career project managers and those involved intermittently with projects.

Looking for ways to encourage learners to think more creatively? Need ideas for fun and engaging activities? This book is for you. This is the essential resource for trainees and teachers working in the PCET sector who are looking for new and creative ways of engaging and motivating their learners. The book contains 50 brilliant activities that can be used in a variety of settings and applied to different subject areas. The authors give specific details relating to planning, preparation, and implementation for each activity and suggest a whole range of further variations for each activity. To try out too! Key features include:

- 50 practical and innovative teaching activities.
- Practical tips to get the most from each activity variations.
- Subject specific examples thinking points to encourage reflection.
- What next? Signposts to further reading.
- A theoretical framework which sets the activities within the context of creativity and innovation.

This is an essential handbook for teachers and trainees in creative teaching in post compulsory education. It is suitable for both career project managers and those involved with projects intermittently. It looks to encourage learners to think more creatively and gives you ideas for fun and engaging activities for individuals and groups. Would you like a practical step by step guide written by practitioners for practitioners? Yes, then this is the book for you. It is the essential resource for trainees and teachers working in the PCET sector who are looking for new and creative ways of engaging and motivating their learners. The book contains 50 brilliant activities that can be used in a variety of settings and applied to different subject areas. The authors give specific details relating to planning, preparation, and implementation for each activity and in addition suggest a whole range of further variations for each activity to try out too! Key features include:

- 50 practical and innovative teaching activities.
- Practical tips to get the most from each activity variations.
- Subject specific examples thinking points to encourage reflection.
- What next? Signposts to further reading.
- A theoretical framework which sets the activities within the context of creativity and innovation.
enforcement issues operational issues and capital and equipment issues that an agency must consider in determining the applicability of self service fare collection systems seminar paper from the year 2015 in the subject computer science internet new technologies grade 1 3 friedrich alexander university erlangen nuremberg language english abstract the goal of this paper to find out factors that affect the acceptance of 3d printing toolkits a hypothesized research model for 3d printing toolkits is proposed based on a survey of 30 participants this research model is analyzed and evaluated the result is that five of these seven proposed determinants have a strong influence on the behavioral intention to use such a toolkit additive manufacturing also known as 3d printing 3dp is a technology which gained a lot of interest in recent years the market is supposed to grow further with a new annual growth record of 35 in 2013 however the world leading market report for additive manufacturing the wohlers report states that growth in the upcoming years is especially going to be driven by 3 d printers that cost less than 5 000 as well as the expanded use of the technology for the production of parts especially metal that go into final products 1 consequently the following paper focuses on 3d printing for non experts as more and more citizens can afford this technology and as there is not a lot of research in the field of information systems about 3d printing on the consumer level questions such as what are the needs of consumers regarding 3d printing which are the top products the consumers want to produce how do these non experts deal with 3d printing design software have not been answered satisfactory yet the goal of this paper to find out factors that affect the acceptance of 3d printing toolkits a hypothesized research model for 3d printing toolkits is proposed based on a survey of 30 participants this research model is analyzed and evaluated the result is that five of these seven proposed determinants have a strong influence on the behavioral intention to use such a toolkit there are two different fields of is research behavioral science bs and design science ds 2 3 for both fields an effective literature review is the basis however while the design oriented research creates it artifacts the behavioral research creates theories about these artifacts and tries to check the truth of these theories theories that have been found to be empirically adequate in turn serve design oriented researchers for new it artifacts 2 consequently as this research is based on tam and as it tries to validate the truth of tam related to 3dp this research paradigm is in the field of bs through seven london case studies of communities opposing social housing demolition and or proposing community led plans community led regeneration offers a toolkit of planning mechanisms and other strategies that residents and planners working with communities can use to resist demolition and propose community led schemes the case studies are walterton and elgins community homes west ken and gibbs green community homes cressingham gardens community greater carpenters neighbourhood forum focus e15 people s empowerment alliance for custom house peach and alexandra and ainsworth estates together these case studies represent a broad overview of groups that formed as a reaction to proposed demolitions of residents housing and groups that formed as a way to manage residents homes and public space better drawing from the case studies the toolkit includes the use of formal planning instruments as well as other strategies such as sustained campaigning and activism forms of citizen led design and alternative proposals for the management and ownership of housing by communities themselves community led regeneration targets a diverse audience from planning professionals and scholars working with communities to housing activists and residents resisting the demolition of their neighbourhoods and proposing their own plans this new edition helps the reader better understand their role in the school and classroom in the complex and constantly changing world of education it provides excellent support for helping the reader develop greater effectiveness in their classroom practice both through exploring the theory that underpins the topics covered and by providing practical support and advice gianna knowles co ordinator for the foundation degree in teaching and learning support and primary senior lecturer in education university of chichester if you re studying for a foundation
degree or seeking higher level teaching assistant hlta status this is the book you need on your shelf containing guidance for students and teaching assistants tas on working with colleagues supporting pupils and supporting learning this fully revised edition has been expanded to include five new chapters on distributed leadership for the ta hlta behaviour management inclusion linking with the every child matters agenda supporting emotional health and well being supporting curriculum subjects in addition to these new chapters the book will help you to understand and participate in change enhance the role of the ta and use ict to support learning packed with practical activities case studies and links to the new hlta standards this essential text will develop your professional capabilities and help you put theory into practice as more and more companies recognize the benefits and necessity of going green many are asking where do we begin to answer this critical question we ve partnered with fellow consultant jennifer woofter to provide practical hand on ways to get started with a sustainability program at just under 200 pages in length this succinct introductory manual is designed to help organizations whether committed to going green or still trying to get on board become more socially and environmentally responsible with nearly one hundred recommendations with detailed how to instructions and websites where you can go for more information sustainability 101 a toolkit for your business is the perfect resource for employees that want to see change in their organization this paper presents a model based fiscal taylor rule and a toolkit to assess the fiscal stance defined as the change in the structural primary balance this is built on the normative buffer stock model of the government fournier 2019 which includes key channels like hysteresis cycle dependent multipliers and a risk premium a simple fiscal taylor rule prescribes the fiscal stance as a function of past government debt past output gap and the past structural primary balance applications suggest several advanced economies could have better managed their fiscal stance over the last 20 years simulations provide fiscal stance recommendations over the medium term
A Toolkit of Motivational Skills
2019-08-05

A toolkit of motivational skills third edition draws on the latest research to show how the motivational interviewing approach can be effectively utilized to draw out and sustain an individual’s internal motivation for behavioral change. Updated with a wide range of applications and practical examples of motivational techniques which have effectively helped others to change, this edition features a variety of supplemental resources including 16 online video examples of MI in action, a workbook chapter that helps readers analyze each video in detail, includes new illustrations and diagrams designed to amplify the text, and make it an engaging and enjoyable reading experience.

How to Analyse Texts
2015-08-20

How to Analyse Texts is the essential introductory textbook and toolkit for language analysis. This book shows the reader how to undertake detailed language-focused contextually sensitive analyses of a wide range of texts, spoken, written, and multimodal. The book constitutes a flexible resource which can be used in different ways across a range of courses and at different levels. This textbook includes three parts covering research and study skills, language structure and use, and how texts operate in sociocultural contexts. A wide range of international real life texts including items from South China Morning Post, Artotel Berlin, and Metro Sweden, cover digital and print media, advertising, recipes, and much more. Objectives, skill review, and activities are included. A comprehensive further reading section is also included. A companion website at Routledge.com directs readers to further links and exercises for students written by two experienced teachers of English language. How to Analyse Texts is key reading for all students of English language and linguistics.

Practical Facilitation
2003

This toolkit of facilitation techniques should provide readers with all they need to develop and hone their facilitation skills. Complete with case studies of the techniques in action, the book covers traditional techniques and many new approaches such as the use of music, drama, and storytelling.

Maybe You Should Talk to Someone
2021

When Maybe You Should Talk to Someone was released into the world it became an instant New York Times bestseller and international phenomenon. With readers across the globe finding their truth in the powerful stories Lori Gottlieb shared from inside her therapy room as millions highlighted and underlined page after page, a movement took shape and they asked for more. Can you take these lessons and create for us a guide as transformative as the book itself? Lori decided to do just that. In this empowering one of a kind workbook, Lori offers a step by step process for becoming the author of your own life by giving it a thorough edit using eye opening.
concepts thought provoking exercises compelling writing prompts and real examples from the patients in the original book lori has created an easy to follow guide through the journey of becoming our own editors examining aspects of our narratives that hold us back and discovering the ways in which changing our stories can change our lives an experience a meditation and a practical toolkit combined into one maybe you should talk to someone the workbook is the companion readers have been asking for a revolutionary method for understanding which stories to keep and which to revise so that we can create our own personal masterpieces by the end of this unknowing you will be surprised inspired and most of all liberated

**A Toolkit for Department Chairs**

2015-03-02

a toolkit for department chairs is designed to give academic administrators the skills they need in order to do their jobs more effectively combining case studies scenarios practical advice and problem solving activities the book offers chairs a valuable resource for negotiating the real life challenges they face as academic leaders many of the case studies and scenarios included in this book have been field tested by the co authors in over thirty years of administrative training workshops current and aspiring department chairs will discover many new tools that they can include in their administrative toolkits from this practical accessible book a toolkit for department chairs works well as a personal resource as well as a training manual for leadership programs and textbook for pre and in service education for department chairs some additional key features of this book include practicality in that it offers specific strategies to address the many challenges faced by department chairs adaptability for use as an individual study guide textbook for leadership programs or discussion guide for groups of academic administrators utility in that it fills a demonstrated need in the field of higher education since 96 97 of current department chairs have received no formal training in their administrative responsibilities easy of use through short sometimes humorous scenarios and case studies that cause readers to reflect on their own administrative approaches

**Essentials of Cultural Anthropology: A Toolkit for a Global Age**

2017-11-26

the most successful new textbook in a generation ken guest s text shows students that now more than ever global forces affect local culture students learn that the tools of cultural anthropology are relevant to their life in our globalized world the new inquizitive course helps students focus their reading master the basics and come to class prepared

**A Toolkit for Happiness**

2021-09-30

mandatory for anyone with a brain anna whitehouse founder of mother pukka relatable practical and knowledgeable gemma bray creator of the organised mum method from clinical psychologist and author of a toolkit for modern life dr emma hepburn comes a toolkit for happiness the ultimate guide to long term and sustainable happiness using her much loved trademark illustrations dr hepburn arms us with 55 accessible and easy to use tools to boost our moods and feel better she teaches us that
happiness is as much about weathering the storms of life accepting its natural ebbs and flows as it is about enjoying the sunny weather and that by implementing small and simple changes we can build a more compassionate brain that carries us through our daily lives no matter the weather from practical tools to aid you on those extra stormy days to thought provoking exercises for your day to day mental wellbeing a toolkit for happiness will you to cultivate positive habits better understand your emotions and put you on the path to a healthier and happier you

Cultural Anthropology A Toolkit for a Global Age

2016-10-11

the second edition of ken guest s cultural anthropology a toolkit for a global age covers the concepts that drive cultural anthropology by showing that now more than ever global forces affect local culture and the tools of cultural anthropology are relevant to living in a globalizing world

The Philosopher's Toolkit

2020-06-15

a new edition of the bestselling guide to the study of philosophy the ideal intellectual toolkit for sharpening analytical skills and building philosophical acuity whether used as a guide to basic principles or a resource for key concepts and methods the philosopher s toolkit equips readers with all the intellectual tools necessary for engaging closely with philosophical argument and developing fluency in the methods and language of philosophical inquiry featuring accessible explanations practical examples and expert guidance this text empowers readers to understand traditional philosophical thinking and to engage with new ideas focuses on the practical methods and concepts necessary for philosophical inquiry presents a versatile resource for both novice and advanced students in areas of philosophy critical theory and rhetoric adopts a pluralistic approach to teaching philosophy making this a suitable resource for many courses delivers extensive cross referenced entries recommended readings and updated online resources covers an array of topics from basic tools of argumentation to sophisticated philosophical principles fully revised and updated to include new topics and entries as well as expanded recommended reading lists to encourage further study
Hilbert $C^*$-Modules

1995-03-16

Hilbert $C^*$-modules are objects like Hilbert spaces except that the inner product instead of being complex valued takes its values in a $C^*$ algebra the theory of these modules together with their bounded and unbounded operators is not only rich and attractive in its own right but forms an infrastructure for some of the most important research topics in operator algebras this book is based on a series of lectures given by professor Lance at a summer school at the university of trondheim it provides for the first time a clear and unified exposition of the main techniques and results in this area including a substantial amount of new and unpublished material it will be welcomed as an excellent resource for all graduate students and researchers working in operator algebras

Rigor in Your School

2017-08-23

Raise the level of rigor in your school and dramatically improve student learning with the tools in this book in Rigor in Your School a toolkit for leaders second edition each illuminating exercise is tailored to leaders looking to spread the word on rigor and beat the obstacles to achieving school wide improvement in this new edition the authors answer more questions about common obstacles faced by principals explore how technology can support rigor in your school and provide additional information on collaborative tools for building a culture that supports rigor for all the tools in this book help you assess where you are now evaluate and adjust curriculum design an advocacy plan ensure accountability with parents use your school's schedule to increase rigor and more for both new and experienced leaders you'll find this easy to use toolkit full of practical templates and strategies to implement immediately many tools are available as free e-resources from our website routledge.com 9781138665293

Internal Controls Toolkit

2019-07-23

Step by step guidance on creating internal controls to manage risk Internal Control is a process for assuring achievement of an organization's objectives in operational effectiveness and efficiency reliable financial reporting and compliance with laws regulations and policies this is a toolkit approach that addresses a practical need for a series of standards of internal controls that can be used to mitigate risk within any size organization inadequate internal controls can cause a myriad of problems that adversely affect its ability to provide reliable financial and managerial data needed to support operating budgeting and policy decisions reliable data is necessary to make sound business decisions toolkit approach with detailed controls and risks outlined for key business processes foundational for SOX 404 initiatives key material to improve internal control guidance during M&A projects poor controls over data quality can cause financial data to be unreliable incomplete and inaccurate this book helps you control that quality and manage risk

A Toolkit of Motivational Skills

2011-08-10
how do you motivate someone to change a pattern of behaviour this is an issue faced daily by professionals working in healthcare and criminal justice systems motivational interviewing is a style of communication developed for working with substance abuse but found to be effective for work with a variety of people who are struggling with the idea of behaviour change this workbook is a complete guide to the motivational approach for any professional who needs to help others to change

**How to do Discourse Analysis**

2014-01-21

this bestselling textbook is the ideal companion to an introduction to discourse analysis theory and method by leading author james paul gee using a practical how to approach gee provides the tools necessary to work with discourse analysis with engaging step by step tasks featured throughout the book each tool is clearly explained along with guidance on how to use it and authentic data is provided for readers to practice using the tools readers from all fields will gain both a practical and theoretical background in how to do discourse analysis and knowledge of discourse analysis as a distinctive research methodology updated throughout this second edition also includes a new tool the big c conversation tool a new companion website routledge com cw gee features a frequently asked questions section additional tasks to support understanding a glossary and free access to journal articles by james paul gee how to do discourse analysis a toolkit is an essential book for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students working in the areas of applied linguistics education psychology anthropology and communication

**The Content Strategy Toolkit**

2015-06-06

in this essential guide meghan casey outlines a step by step approach for doing content strategy from planning and creating your content to delivering and managing it armed with this book you can confidently tackle difficult activities like telling your boss or client what s wrong with their content getting the budget to do content work and aligning stakeholders on a common vision reading the content strategy toolkit is like having your own personal consulting firm on retainer with a complete array of tools and tips for every challenge you ll face in this practical and relevant guide you ll learn how to identify problems with your content and persuade your bosses it s worth the time and resources to do it right make sense of your business environment and understand your audience get stakeholders aligned on business goals and user needs set your content strategy and decide how to measure success create maintain and govern on strategy content you ll learn to control your content and not have it control you

**The Creative City**

2000

arrangements for the governance and management of forests have been changing rapidly in recent decades the post rio period has been one of unprecedented re examination of what the world s forest resources consist of who they should belong to who should

**Public Asset Management Companies**

2016-05-31
This toolkit is designed for policy makers and stakeholders who are considering the establishment of a publicly funded asset management company. An AMC, or asset management company, is a statutory body or corporation fully or partially owned by the government, usually established in times of financial sector stress to assume the management of distressed assets and recoup the public cost of resolving the crisis. AMCs were first used in the early 1990s in Sweden (Securum) and the United States (RTC) and again during the Asian crisis for instance, Danaharta in Malaysia, Kamco in the Republic of Korea. The 2008 financial crisis marked a renewal of the use of this tool to support the resolution of financial crises. For instance, NAMA in Ireland, SAREB in Spain. The toolkit does not address broader bank resolution issues; it has a narrow focus on the specific tool of a public AMC established to support bank resolution and with the objective of providing insight on the design and operational issues surrounding the creation of such AMCs. It seeks to inform policy makers on issues to consider if and when planning to establish a public AMC through an analysis of recent public AMCs established as a result of the global financial crisis. Detailed case studies in developed and emerging markets over three generations provide a toolkit approach with questions and answers, including questions on design and operations that are critical for authorities confronted with the issue of whether to establish an AMC. An emphasis on how to do it is a practical approach; the toolkit is structured as follows: Part I summarizes the findings on the preconditions, design, and operationalization of public AMCs. Part II provides case studies on three generations of AMCs whose lessons are embedded in Part I. The case studies cover emerging and developed markets and have been selected based on the lessons they offer.

**Cultural Anthropology**

2019-12

From the book's signature toolkit approach to the new chapter on the environment and sustainability to the accompanying videos and interactive learning tools, all aspects of Ken Guest's Cultural Anthropology work together to inspire students to use the tools of anthropology to see the world in a new way and to come to class prepared to have richer, more meaningful discussions about the big issues of our time. Are there more than two genders? How do white people experience race? What defines a family? Is there such a thing as a natural disaster? What causes some people to be wealthy while others live in poverty?

**Bridge the Culture Gaps**

2021-11-11

The essential guide for working in diverse teams and across cultures today. This practical self-help guide will optimize the performance of individuals and teams working in an intercultural environment by increasing awareness of the nature and impact of diversity in the workplace and national cultural differences. It demonstrates how to use the power of difference to achieve positive results for all. Learn how to mitigate unconscious bias to create inclusive organizations and how to use key cultural dimensions to communicate, cooperate, and negotiate across cultures. Addressing the unique challenges of influencing across cultures and managing international transformation projects, this is an indispensable toolkit for competency in business. Leading interculturalist Robert Gibson challenges conventional ideas and makes new connections between culture diversity and neuroscience in this modern guide for anyone working virtually or together in a diverse team or international business. Use these simple and proven approaches for better communication, collaboration, leadership, and decision making in today's globalized workplace.
**ICT for Social Welfare**

2004-05-05

Information and communications technology ICT has the potential to improve services provided by the public and voluntary sectors. Empower staff and strengthen the community. Therefore, it is in the interests of those working in social welfare to understand and grapple with key issues. This book analyses the current context and use of ICT in these sectors and builds on this to provide practical guidance for managers and staff. Assuming no technical knowledge, the book provides the ideas, tools, and resources to think critically and creatively about current ICT practice and to implement positive change at individual, team, and organisational level.

**Managing Conflict of Interest in the Public Sector**

2005

Conflicts of interest in both the public and private sectors have become a major matter of public concern worldwide. The OECD guidelines define a conflict of interest as occurring when a public official has private capacity interests which could improperly influence the performance of their official duties and responsibilities. However, identifying a specific conflict of interest in practice can be difficult and resolving the conflicting interests appropriately in a particular case is something that most people find even more challenging. The toolkit focuses on specific techniques, resources, and strategies for identifying, managing, and preventing conflict of interest situations more effectively and increasing integrity in official decision making. This toolkit provides non-technical practical help to enable officials to recognise problematic situations and help them to ensure that integrity and reputation are not compromised. The tools themselves are provided in generic form, they are based on examples of sound conflict of interest policy and practice drawn from various OECD member and non-member countries. They have been designed for adaptation to suit countries with different legal and administrative systems. Further reading: Managing Conflict of Interest in the Public Service, OECD guidelines and country experiences.

**A Toolkit for Action Research**

2010-11-16

This book facilitates the completion of action research studies by providing a series of tasks that guide action researchers from the beginning of a project and selecting a topic for study to completion of the project and editing final reports. All too often, students and practicing professionals in professional development schools are overwhelmed by the thought of doing an action research project and resort to using quasi-experimental designs. A toolkit for action research puts an end to both with the result being a life long learning and reflection tool for teachers.

**Measuring Performance**

2012-09-28

Do your performance measures seek primarily to detect and control undesirable activities rather than sharing and rewarding productive behaviour? Every organisation needs to measure its performance and that of the people it employs. David Jenkins shows you how to make more productive use of such measures for measures to be accurate and reliable, there are fundamental rules that need to be applied ignoring
or misapplying them undermines performance and impedes the achievement of the corporate goal for any enterprise data must be available across the whole spectrum of activity in which it is engaged the quality of that information will depend on the way it is measured in some commercial organisations data is regularly gathered at local level instead of being used at this point it is often fed into a corporate information system which having recycled it issues the result in a form that does not always meet needs in measuring performance david jenkins examines the more traditional measures of performance and highlights their shortcomings as well as assessing the merits of the alternative approaches that are currently available the book concludes with a step by step guide to reviewing the effectiveness of your organisation s existing systems for measuring performance and identifying ways of improving them

Putting Analysis into Assessment, Second Edition

2011-10-31

putting analysis into assessment is the essential guide to improving assessment practice in child care social work it addresses the issues of central concern to child care social workers including analytical assessment outlines how to avoid common pitfalls in thinking and practice provides strong theoretical foundations and successfully demonstrates how these theory can be translated into practice with reference to common and specialist assessments the book covers every stage of the assessment process planning and preparation hypothesising involving children and making recording and reviewing decisions this second edition features new and tested practice tools practice development sessions and activities plus new sections on risk and resilience and assessing need and risk in chronic situations this toolkit will be valued by practitioners managers trainers and lecturers looking for a grounded resource which bridges theory and practice and provides clear guidance to improve assessments

Unzipped

2007

xy are the male sex chromosomes and what being a teenage boy is all about they are also exactly what agony uncle matt whyman knows all about and this guide covers all the questions and issues he is asked about from puberty to girls and home life

Polyamory Toolkit

2019-01-26

for nearly two decades dan and dawn have navigated their journey in polyamory by being proactive insightful and analytical early on there was very little information or resources available so the adventure required them to learn from their mistakes as well as their successes each have multiple partners and have a history of polyamory relationships lasting multiple years they have put the time and thought into creating a toolkit of knowledge others can implement to help their relationships survive and thrive dan and dawn write in an anecdotal conversational style that is easy to absorb and use

The Critical Thinking Toolkit

2016-08-29
the critical thinking toolkit is a comprehensive compendium that equips readers with the essential knowledge and methods for clear analytical logical thinking and critique in a range of scholarly contexts and everyday situations takes an expansive approach to critical thinking by exploring concepts from other disciplines including evidence and justification from philosophy cognitive biases and errors from psychology race and gender from sociology and political science and tropes and symbols from rhetoric follows the proven format of the philosopher's toolkit and the ethics toolkit with concise easily digestible entries see also recommendations that connect topics and recommended reading lists allows readers to apply new critical thinking and reasoning skills with exercises and real life examples at the end of each chapter written in an accessible way it leads readers through terrain too often cluttered with jargon ideal for beginning to advanced students as well as general readers looking for a sophisticated yet accessible introduction to critical thinking

**Essentials of Cultural Anthropology**

2019-12

from the book's signature toolkit approach to the new chapter on the environment and sustainability to the accompanying videos and interactive learning tools all aspects of ken guest's essentials of cultural anthropology work together to inspire students to use the tools of anthropology to see the world in a new way and to come to class prepared to have richer more meaningful discussions about the big issues of our time are there more than two genders how do white people experience race what defines a family is there such a thing as a natural disaster what causes some people to be wealthy while others live in poverty

**How to Reprogram the City: A toolkit for Adaptive Reuse and Repurposing**

2019-12-21

how to reprogram the city is a 40 page self guided collection of insights examples and exercises to help people discover the untapped potential in their own city based on dozens of workshops held around the world this is the first time the reprogramming the city methodology has been documented in workbook form the toolkit provides people with the tools to address a pressing problem the new reality facing cities is one of limited resources whether financial spatial or material the content of cities is finite yet the context of that content how we use the assets we already have is where the opportunity exists to respond to increasing urban needs using limited resources the dozens of workshops i have led in numerous cities have honed my abilities to get people to think outside the box to move their thinking from this is to this could and shown me the most effective way to provide them with the tools to improve life in their city using what they already have it has been and continues to be a tremendous privilege to work with groups of people from numerous cities on repurposing urban objects to do more with the structures surfaces and systems in their city i realized though that a toolkit can reach far more people than i am able to in short it is time to open up the opportunities that urban resourcefulness can create this toolkit is meant to serve as a companion to the reprogramming the city book the book is a global overview of how the urban landscape s untapped potential is being utilized to improve life in cities using what already exists in new ways

**The Handbook of High Performance Virtual Teams**

2015-06-10
the handbook of high performance virtual teams is an essential resource for leaders, virtual team members and work group leaders. The editors provide a proved framework based on five principles for working collaboratively across boundaries of time, space, and culture. Written by experts in the field, the contributors offer practical suggestions and tools for virtual team who need to assess their current level of effectiveness and develop strategies for improvement. This important resource also contains an array of illustrative cases as well as practical tools for designing, implementing, and maintaining effective virtual work.

**A Toolkit for Your Emotions**

2023-01-05

In *A Toolkit for Your Emotions*, Emma takes a deep dive into how we feel and explains all the tools you need to intercept and redirect challenging emotion from joy to anger, shame to stress, and anxiety. Emma has practical and effective ways to feel instantly calmer and more content. Each topic is illustrated with Emma's well-loved illustrations to make them accessible, meaningful, and memorable. Dr. Emma Hepburn is the most well-known psychologist on Instagram, ThePsychologyMum, with 135k followers and has won numerous awards for her contribution to mental health awareness.

**Project Management Toolkit: The Basics for Project Success**

2011-04-08

This book provides you with the tools required to approach and manage projects. These effective skills will impact positively on the success of both the projects you are involved with and of your organization. Key features include a practical handbook for both career project managers and those involved intermittently with projects throughout their career. It provides simple step-by-step tools for understanding and managing each of the project value add stages, developing a business case, robust planning, staying in control, delivering benefits, focusing on the needs of engineering and other technical project managers. It is generic enough to support projects in other areas. Brief and visually led, the toolkit is designed to get you up and running fast and to increase the certainty of a positive project outcome from day one. Comprehensive real-world case studies demonstrate the use of tools. Project management toolkit introduces the whole project life cycle. It is the first of four project management titles that separately build skills in critical PM areas and together provide a powerful project management resource focused on the needs of engineering and other technical project managers. This book recognises that most non-routine work completed by an organization is a project. A practical hands-on guide to aid those tasked with real industry projects, not a lengthy theoretical textbook, it gets to the point and delivers real benefits. The book is suitable for both career project managers and those involved with projects intermittently.

**EBOOK: A Toolkit For Creative Teaching In Post-Compulsory Education**

2009-03-16

Are you looking for ways to encourage learners to think more creatively? Do you need ideas for fun and engaging activities for individuals and groups? Would you like a practical step-by-step guide written by practitioners for practitioners? Yes, then this is the book for you. This is the essential resource for trainees and teachers.
working in the pcet sector who are looking for new and creative ways of engaging and motivating their learners the book contains 50 brilliant activities that can be used in a variety of settings and applied to different subject areas the authors give specific details relating to planning preparation and implementation for each activity and in addition suggest a whole range of further variations for each activity to try out too key features include 50 practical and innovative teaching activities practical tips to get the most from each activity variations and subject specific examples thinking points to encourage reflection what next signposts to further reading a theoretical framework which sets the activities within the context of creativity and innovation a toolkit for creative teaching in post compulsory education is an essential handbook for teacher training students and for new and experienced teachers undertaking professional development

A Toolkit for Self-service, Barrier-free Fare Collection

2002

trb s transit cooperative research program tcrp report 80 a toolkit for self service barrier free fare collection addresses the full range of issues and parameters including policy and enforcement issues operational issues and capital and equipment issues that an agency must consider in determining the applicability of self service fare collection systems

Understanding the acceptance of 3D printing toolkits. An extension of the technology acceptance model

2017-10-24

seminar paper from the year 2015 in the subject computer science internet new technologies grade 1 3 friedrich alexander university erlangen nuremberg language english abstract the goal of this paper to find out factors that affect the acceptance of 3d printing toolkits a hypothesized research model for 3d printing toolkits is proposed based on a survey of 30 participants this research model is analyzed and evaluated the result is that five of these seven proposed determinants have a strong influence on the behavioral intention to use such a toolkit additive manufacturing also known as 3d printing 3dp is a technology which gained a lot of interest in recent years the market is supposed to grow further with a new annual growth record of 35 in 2013 however the world leading market report for additive manufacturing the wohlers report states that growth in the upcoming years is especially going to be driven by 3 d printers that cost less than 5 000 as well as the expanded use of the technology for the production of parts especially metal that go into final products 1 consequently the following paper focuses on 3d printing for non experts as more and more citizens can afford this technology and as there is not a lot of research in the field of information systems about 3d printing on the consumer level questions such as what are the needs of consumers regarding 3d printing which are the top products the consumers want to produce how do these non experts deal with 3d printing design software have not been answered satisfactory yet the goal of this paper to find out factors that affect the acceptance of 3d printing toolkits a hypothesized research model for 3d printing toolkits is proposed based on a survey of 30 participants this research model is analyzed and evaluated the result is that five of these seven proposed determinants have a strong influence on the behavioral intention to use such a toolkit there are two different fields of is research behavioral science bs and design science ds 2 3 for both fields an effective literature review is the basis however while the design oriented research creates it artifacts the behavioral research creates theories about these artifacts and tries to check the truth of these theories theories that have been found to be
empirically adequate in turn serve design oriented researchers for new it artifacts 2 consequently as this research is based on tam and as it tries to validate the truth of tam related to 3dp this research paradigm is in the field of bs

Community-Led Generation

2020-04-15

through seven london case studies of communities opposing social housing demolition and or proposing community led plans community led regeneration offers a toolkit of planning mechanisms and other strategies that residents and planners working with communities can use to resist demolition and propose community led schemes the case studies are walberton and elgins community homes west ken and gibbs green community homes cressingham gardens community greater carpenters neighbourhood forum focus e15 people s empowerment alliance for custom house peach and alexandra and ainsworth estates together these case studies represent a broad overview of groups that formed as a reaction to proposed demolitions of residents housing and groups that formed as a way to manage residents homes and public space better drawing from the case studies the toolkit includes the use of formal planning instruments as well as other strategies such as sustained campaigning and activism forms of citizen led design and alternative proposals for the management and ownership of housing by communities themselves community led regeneration targets a diverse audience from planning professionals and scholars working with communities to housing activists and residents resisting the demolition of their neighbourhoods and proposing their own plans

A Toolkit for the Effective Teaching Assistant

2009-04-22

this new edition helps the reader better understand their role in the school and classroom in the complex and constantly changing world of education it provides excellent support for helping the reader develop greater effectiveness in their classroom practice both through exploring the theory that underpins the topics covered and by providing practical support and advice gianna knowles co ordinator for the foundation degree in teaching and learning support and primary senior lecturer in education university of chichester if you re studying for a foundation degree or seeking higher level teaching assistant hlta status this is the book you need on your shelf containing guidance for students and teaching assistants tas on working with colleagues supporting pupils and supporting learning this fully revised edition has been expanded to include five new chapters on distributed leadership for the ta hlta behaviour management inclusion linking with the every child matters agenda supporting emotional health and well being supporting curriculum subjects in addition to these new chapters the book will help you to understand and participate in change enhance the role of the ta and use ict to support learning packed with practical activities case studies and links to the new hlta standards this essential text will develop your professional capabilities and help you put theory into practice

Sustainability 101: A Toolkit for Your Business

2008-11-01

as more and more companies recognize the benefits and necessity of going green many are asking where do we begin to answer this critical question we ve partnered with fellow consultant jennifer woofter to provide practical hand on ways to get started
with a sustainability program at just under 200 pages in length this succinct introductory manual is designed to help organizations whether committed to going green or still trying to get on board become more socially and environmentally responsible with nearly one hundred recommendations with detailed how to instructions and websites where you can go for more information sustainability 101 a toolkit for your business is the perfect resource for employees that want to see change in their organization

A Model-based Fiscal Taylor Rule and a Toolkit to Assess the Fiscal Stance

2020-02-14

this paper presents a model-based fiscal taylor rule and a toolkit to assess the fiscal stance defined as the change in the structural primary balance this is built on the normative buffer stock model of the government fournier 2019 which includes key channels like hysteresis cycle dependent multipliers and a risk premium a simple fiscal taylor rule prescribes the fiscal stance as a function of past government debt past output gap and the past structural primary balance applications suggest several advanced economies could have better managed their fiscal stance over the last 20 years simulations provide fiscal stance recommendations over the medium term
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